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Most of us love watches and when it comes to designer watches, they are regarded as a status
symbol, while some treat them as a symbol of personality.Designer watches are regarded as high-
end personal accessory that are designed by an independent designer, whose image appears on
the brochure of the product. However, nowadays, this term is used for indicating high-quality
watches manufactured by some of the top watchmakers all over the world namely Breguet watches,
Hublot watches, Patek Philippe watches, etcâ€¦

When it comes to Breguet, the name is popular for luxury watches and the manufacturer belong to
France.The company came into existence in the year 1775 and it was founded by Abraham-Louis.
Breguetâ€™s clients include some of the popular personalities like Sir Winston Churchill, Queen
Victoria, Napoleon Bonaparte, Queen Marie-Antoinette and Louis XVI and the company is a true
pioneer in the technology of watch making. Breguet watches can be easily identified due to their
unique blue pommehands, quilloche dials and coin-edge cases.Breguet collections are categorized
under different types like Reine De Naples, Type XXI, Type XX, Marine, Heritage and Classique in
such a way that watch lovers can begin their collection with one watch under each of these
categories.

Hublot is also a popular name when it comes to luxury watches and the manufacturer of this watch
belongs to Swiss, which is a country popular for its watches.The company came into existence in
the year 1980 and it was established by Carlo Crocco.Hublot Watches are classified under different
categories like king power, classic fusion, big bang tutti frutti and big bang.As from the name the big
bank tutti frutti is meant for women and the watches under this category are offered in different
colors in such a way that women can make a selection that matches well with their attire.

There are watch dealers these days dealing with extraordinary collection of premium watches of
some of the leading manufacturers.Every time piece sold by these dealers are accompanied by
authentic, numbered warranty supported by the manufacturer for a minimum of one full year after
the purchase has been made. These dealers are also backed by world-wide network of trained and
skilled watchmakers, who are employed by manufacturers for offering support to their brand. These
credentials are an assurance to the purchaser that the timepiece will ever maintain its appeal and
original qualities.

So, carefully select a dealer and enjoy the luxury appearance of your designer watches for the years
to come.
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affordable prices.We also offer a patek philippe prices and hublot watches that gives true
investment with the uniqueness of wearing a highly individual watch.For more details about patek
philippe prices please visit us online.
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